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The Chiaroscuro Effect of Relentless Parenting Under Lockdown
I erect an easel and arrange the canvas. My aim is to reflect this immediate version of
myself, but light is ephemeral, and I can’t make sense of the subject.

The abscess over my left breast ruptures. I dab this new opening in my body, catching
dripping liquid the color and texture of custard. I have to be on camera for a meeting in
a few minutes. There is no space, no margin to sit with pain, horror, or fear. I cup my
breast for a moment and move through the rest of the day performing productivity,
altered, exhausted by the ways pregnancy has abstracted this body and continues to do
so long after these daughters have been birthed.

The youngest of the two was born into no village. Her digital fingerprints, coded to her
date of birth, will be markers of a time when people retreated to their nests and birdsong
could be heard where traffic had once rioted. I feel shockwaves of labor at five o’clock in
the morning on Father’s Day. I don’t want to bother my husband. I’m sure it’s nothing.
Go back to bed. I steady myself on the radiator absorbing thunderclaps within. My
oldest daughter holds on to my nightgown, sleepy and muted but knowing.

Bones shift without breaking to make way for life. The sheets are blood bathed and the
baby does not cry. The midwife rubs my baby vigorously with a towel. But the baby has
not cried. My body roots itself in oath. You don’t get to breathe until that baby does, and
not a second before.
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Baby girl finally cries and she is handed over to me. The expectation is that I shift my
bum forward so the nurse can sew the rift while I breastfeed. The expectation is that I
walk to the bathroom to piss and show the nurse I possess sufficient bodily functions.
The expectation is that I walk to the parking lot because there is no porter available to
wheel me out. At this I say no. I cannot. The nurse wheels me out instead, marvels at
my newborn’s thick black hair and compares it to mine. She maneuvers into audacity,
digging her fingers into my hair, fondling my crown. Is this all your hair? The expectation
is that I don’t interrogate this moment. You helped me birth a human. How could you
dehumanize me so quickly now?

We drive home winding down soundless streets of London. Baby gifts arrive in the post.
Adoration is projected virtually. Our front door is closed firmly, though the door to the
rear garden, seldom open before, becomes our gateway to the outside world. The four
of us listen to music, move plant pots around, and finger paint.

Three months later, and my spirit darkens. The expectation is that we return to work.
The expectation is that I sustain my body in order to sustain other bodies. That my
sutures have melted away, my body is whole again, and I can be penetrated. Split in
two again. The expectation is that I keep moving in silence. We are at the precipice of
fall and I fear winter. Inside, I feel myself made up of squiggly lines. I’ve been here
before. I know what’s coming.

It’s rage.

In sickness and in health
At this point in the sketch, the main composition is still unclear. Though my body is
physically larger now, it contracts on the canvas squeezed in by tenebrism emerging all
around me.

Rage on canvas is a Caravaggio. The beheadings, the crucifixion, the crimson, and
above all the strike between light and darkness that inverts Manichean ideals.
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I first heard of the 17th century artist from a writer friend whose own dark tendencies
simmered in a constant state then boiled over onto her short stories. I found kinship in
her shadows. Her rage was cultivated in Vermont and heeled in Birkenstocks. We were
in an MFA program together and I listened to her wax poetic over Philip Roth, Jack
Kerouac, Joyce Carol Oats, and Flannery O’Connor. Her literary acquaintance was
reflected in the syllabus – reified as white and right. We bonded over motherlessness.
It’s not that we didn’t have mothers. It’s that we were preemptively wading through
sorrow of never becoming mothers. It didn’t seem like it was in the cards for women like
us. Our lives were sharp metal edges and dimly lit at the time. It was as if we had been
locked in Caravaggio’s cellar 1, arranged in obscene poses, sometimes aggrieved,
sometimes trampled.

Ten years later, calculating suicide over circumstantial infertility and persistent
unemployment, I became a pregnant. The expectation was that the psychological shift
toward maternity be instant. The expectation was that I leap out of resolute depression
and desire to live again for everyone but myself. Moving into lightness, joyful and
gratified.

And I did.

Then I found out I was pregnant again. My loaves multiplied, I was ready to do it all
once more. Giving birth again with no maternal tribe to catch the baby. Scooping up the
tomato-sized blood clot that falls out of me in the shower weeks after labor. Disguising
bald patches of postpartum hair loss. Coming to accept a new body, someone else’s
body, whose frame no longer aligns with my wardrobe. A good body that has served me
well. A good body that has served us all so well.

I rubbed my belly triumphant for just one month when the substance of quotidian life
began to dissipate. There had been dubious rumblings of a sickness. That it had been
transmitted at a wet market. Soon it enveloped a city. It’s material reality sent tentacles

1 Sohm, Philip. "Caravaggio's Deaths." The Art Bulletin (New York, N.Y.) 84.3 (2002): 449-68.
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across the globe. Then it came here strident on a Post-It note on my front door. The
upstairs neighbors had Covid-19.

We retreated north. My husband’s family shifted their clutter to accommodate us. I set
up my screens and worked three jobs, seven days a week, while my husband was
furloughed. I went for a walk two times in four months. The convergence of perpetual
safekeeping, and a pregnancy so disagreeable that I crawled on hands and knees up
the stairs, tied me to the bed, the sofa, and the occasional chair.

I calcify. To mother my oldest, nurture the unborn, and survive with this moment
alongside my husband meant there was no space, no margin to sit with pain, horror, or
fear.

Home as the locus
What is the light source and where does it fall? If it falls to my face the subject will be
imperfect. If it falls to my body the fractures will glint. If it falls to the hem of my dress
paucity will show.

On April 8th, the swift hand of Spain’s culture ministry stopped the auction of a baroque
painting attributed to “the circle” of 17th-century Spanish painter José de Ribera. Listed
at $1,800, expert art dealers clamored to see the painting up close. The debate ignited.
Is this painting, with all the trappings of crimson and chiaroscuro, really an obscure work
by Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio?

I may not possess a discerning eye, but I look at this discovery and I feel nothing. There
is a gesture in the general direction of Caravaggesque. That I can tell. It is the visceral
reaction to the work that is missing. Perhaps the condition of the piece and its
discoloration suppresses vitality.

The magnetism of Caravaggio’s work resides in its explicitness, its urgency, its lust.
Once you see the work, you are complicit. It is 17th-century rap music delivered by one
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of the most notorious artists of the time. Arrogant, lawless, bawdy, hair-trigger temper,
and so often embodied in court documents and biographies as dark in character, hair,
eyes, and style of dress.

I encounter the dark artist time and again, each time reminded of shared immorality. His
Bacchus is my own. As I wade through the muck of this pandemic I revel in memories of
impetuosity and incarnation of a greater spectrum of emotions than that which is
afforded to me here in England.

Before this, my life was kaleidoscopic, even carnivalesque. There was a pluralism that
presented ecstasy, indulgence, melancholy, and rage. My upbringing in pre-gentrified
Jersey City echoed Caravaggio’s Rome. Violent entanglements, social absurdity. We
were all complicit in the lunacy. Each time the dark artist plucked an outcast from the
streets and captured their humanity in all its ugliness and veracity, he painted the tribe I
was born into. Drug addled, uneducated, lascivious, destitute, unwilling to assimilate in
tongue or convention. Reveling under a Catholic capitulation. That my name is Maria
and my neck is tattooed with an image of the crucifixion should be sufficient evidence.

But in England we can have none of that. The expectation is that I perform chaste
citizenry as I make my way beneath the unvarying eye of CCTV. That I strip myself of
religious syncretism. That joy is reframed in moderation and restraint. That anger too is
restrained. The expectation is to be re-colonized.

And I was.

Then George Floyd was murked by a cop. That is to say murdered outright. His
existence nearly erased had it not been for the cameras. I lit candles of religious
syncretism to George Floyd. I mourned for my home country, exhausted by our
persistent ugliness that emerges as a waterlogged monster that won’t die. I watched
George Floyd and Brianna Taylor spark reactions to oppression across the globe, a
diasporic black uprising, and it was bittersweet.
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What I could not resolve was the matter of my immediate reality. There was no one in
my bubble of safety I could sit across and speak to about the psychological load of
oppression. The convention was to recognize the event and move on. The convention
was an English stereotype I wanted to push back against. I wanted to work through
burgeoning disorientation and chaos within me. To address the squiggly lines and work
through it but there was no space, no margin to sit with pain, horror, or fear.

The emergence of home as the locus of professional, private, feminine, political, racial,
and creative experiences now demanded that I ask repeatedly How do I maintain a
sense of presence? How do I exorcise these vexations? How do I bind myself tight
enough to endure English life in the north? How do I parent lovingly when agitation
habitually yanks me by the collar? How do I keep Caravaggio’s shadows of
psychological and physical mourning at bay?

To reconcile a shard
If Caravaggio painted me now, my white blouse would be askew with my oldest
daughter sitting on my lap pushing a finger into the abscess on my breast, the modern
Incredulity of Saint Thomas.

When my mother was ill, as she frequently was, my grandmother, a chorus of aunts,
and family friends whom we also called aunts, would take turns cooking and cleaning
and looking after my sister and I. My father would take me to his home on the weekends
per the custody agreement. My paternal grandmother would take me to the Dominican
Republic in the summer. The expectation was that even as a single mother, parenting
was not a solo act. That I replicate the chorus. That my daughters, my beloved, and I
would be submerged in extended family love too. The expectation was never this
solitary, relentless parenting under lockdown.

The convergence of pregnancy, a global pandemic, and the circus of American politics
clang about in my head. The oppressive nuclear family structure then works in tandem
to constrict my freedom to express diametrical responses both emotional and physical
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to these same catalysts. The panic attacks set in. Anxiety buttressed by sleeplessness
drowns me. I cry in hidden spaces but my daughters seek me out. I wipe away the
distress and parent absence behind the eyes.

So I write.

I reconcile these shards through multi-modal writing. At times indeterminate and at
times academic. Always toward inclusivity and as a form of activism. I write as an
anxiety suppressant and an outlet for passions restrained.

This year I didn’t write in my journal. Writing in my leather-bound journal across thick,
honey-colored pages would have crystalized the hallucination that has been this past
year. I wrote in other directions instead. This computer is nearly a decade old. My
fingers slide across black oily keys with intimacy. Here is where the cerebral, the
emotional, the anxiety, worry, pressure, joy, and love, so much love, come to dance.

My partner gifts me time. He bundles up the girls and takes them to the park. They
return and he entertains, cooks, and cuddles them until they sleep. I sit in a meditative
state writing away rage. Writing my way to latitude.

The byline is amorphous. I once asked my husband to read an article after we had been
married and he said nothing of the work except to ask why I had written under my
maiden name. Because I was a writer before I met you and this piece I keep for myself.
Then I wrote in ways that captured this new embodiment with new allegiances and the
old byline wouldn’t do. That version of myself changed too. Now I hyphenate my last
name, genuflecting to the ancestors, past selves, my daughters, my beloved.

Re-seeing
I emerge from the writer’s room road weary and slide into bed. I sleep hard and wake
tabula rasa ready to re-see.
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Amelia Arenas 2 argues that Caravaggio is canonical not because he is the best of the
Baroque but because he gave the world a new way of regarding realism.[2] A realism
that is involved and emotive. The Inspiration of Saint Matthew renders the viewer
complicit in the immediacy writing. The urgency of divine revelation, fleeting captivation,
and the self-doubt that accompanies it all is right there on the canvas.

When I am entrenched in the prosaic or when I am wading through exasperation, the
need to shift my perception of realism becomes imperative. I want to transmute through
writing. Sometimes the writing doesn’t come. Sometimes the sublime eludes me. I give
in to everyday acts instead.

Weekend mornings I sip coffee as the girls play raucous and high pitched. British
morning news clips demystify the vaccine, commemorate national hero Captain Tom
Moore, and extol the virtues of small wonders created in average homes like ours. UK
news stories are saccharine compared to the experience of watching news from the
U.S. Today’s headline features bodycam footage of police shooting Duante Wright. A
school shooting in Tennessee. George Floyd’s brother takes the stand at Derek
Chauvin’s trial.

I feel myself the ungrateful immigrant now. My host country draws up reports with no
findings of institutional racism and we respond with a collective eye roll. But my family is
safe here. I re-see our small lives with a greater possibility of longevity and peace. So, I
constrict myself further to fit in.

Hyphenate futures
The intention had been to draft a self-portrait, but the page was crowded with AfroCaribbean cherubs and seraph chanting my name.

2 Amelia Arenas. "Sex, Violence and Faith: The Art of Caravaggio." Arion: A Journal of Humanities and the Classics

23.3 (2016): 35-52. Web.
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The margins are still darkened. But what is a chiaroscuro without light? Luminescence
above me broadens to encompass the small tribe, not that I was born into, but that I cocreated. The four of us, my beloved and our girls, acurrucados in the bed, tickling,
pretending, burgeoning new realities. A crown of thorns adorned with flowers.
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Sonka Hecker : Am I still me? When there are no words, I paint, when
there are, I write.
Covid 19: good for writers: more time to write, bad for writers with children: less time to
write. Good for writers: people have more time to read, bad for writers: people have less
money to buy books, bookshops are closed anyway. Good for writers: something interesting
to write about, bad for writers: nobody likes to read more bad news. Good for writers: they
have a purpose, they can help people to cope with the situation, to sort out their thoughts,
bad for writers who can’t cope themselves.

Wuhan was just a city in China, when we first heard its name in the news in January 2020.
We didn’t know that the Corona virus was going to cross oceans and frontiers. We didn’t
know how fast it would travel. In March it was called a pandemic and still we thought: Not
us. So far dramatic news always had always been distant: earthquakes, tsunamis, wars,
hunger… One might even say: the more dramatic - the more distant our mind wants and
therefore imagines them to be. We never believed WE would become the news.
Then the virus touched down in Europe, Italy. Suddenly we were not sure it wouldn’t come
over the Alps like Hannibal’s elephants. We saw chaos in Italian hospitals, lorries with dead
people, tears, many tears. Corona was a new word, pandemic was the next new word, the
third word was lock-down and suddenly everybody was shopping. In Italy there were no
more noodles on the shelves, in Germany no more toilet paper. They said the French bought
condoms. Stereotype or romantic prejudice?

In the end of February I spent a weekend teaching a workshop in painting and Yoga, when I
realized that the pictures were somehow strange. Four women painted volcanoes, although
1

Berlin obviously isn’t Japan or Sicily. I painted an elderly couple with their dog sitting on a
park bench facing a vanishing Manhattan and a huge Madonna-like woman protecting
people leaving in a boat. I felt uncomfortable with the outcome of my doings. What was
approaching us? I didn’t know then that it would be my last workshop in 2020, all others
having to be cancelled because of lockdowns or complicated hygiene concepts. Nobody
wanted to imagine meeting and painting with masks on and open windows in September.
Looking back from now, the obstacles we were facing then were laughable. We had to wash
our hands, nothing more.
We exhibited our paintings in the entrance hall of a sports and rehabilitation center. My
friend and her husband mounted them on the walls, unaided because only one ‘household’
was allowed present, but the paintings hardly ever saw their audience, talked to empty
rooms until June. No vernissage, no finissage. What happens when you leave volcanos alone
in a room? Were they alone? Maybe they emitted their warning information into the air and
the air went into the lung of an employee and was taken out into the city? Some museums
filmed their empty rooms with penguins walking through the exhibition. There were
cartoons of Mona Lisa feeling alone and depressed in the Louvre, monkeys in the zoo
wondering where their entertaining visitors were. I started screenshotting the pictures with
the feeling of being a reporter or field-worker, collecting them to tell people born in 2020 all
about these incredible times.
March brought new headlines, same subject: Corona. There was me as a professional: a
writer, painter and teacher, but suddenly my other social roles celebrated a huge comeback:
I became purely a nourisher: a full-time mother of four quite grown-up children and their
partners, a daughter of an old father, not being able to shop or cook, a grandmother of one
grandchild, having been born in the beginning of February (first of the so called “born-inlock-down-babies”) …. and mistress or housekeeper of the dog, the cat and the rabbit, all
needing food on a daily basis. What was my responsibility?
The fourth new word threatened me most: triage! French doctors had to decide which
patient would get the free bed in hospital and it was the one with the highest chances to
survive. They didn’t take over 80-year-olds anymore. I asked my brother, a doctor, whether
we shouldn’t ‘t buy a small oxygen machine, because our father was 87 years old and might
not be allowed to be treated in hospital. Was this real?
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I confess that I belonged to the people that bought carloads of food. I had a backache from
all the carrying. I stored a lot at my fathers, even though he wasn’t able to cook. He orders
tuna pizza every day, but who would know if the pizza supply would break down? I bought
even more for my own family; they eat like a locust plague. Secretly, in the dark, I carried the
bags down the stairs into the cellar so that the neighbors wouldn’t see. I became a topsecret shopaholic hamster! The voices said: buy, buy, buy, you are responsible for your
family and at the same time: Hamsters are bad for society! Stop hamstering! I suffered from
a bad conscience. Of course, I knew, that piling up groceries was fuelling the panic. I became
a criminal simply because I was terrified of an empty fridge. I did not want to send friends
into the supermarket to buy food for us when being in quarantine.
But I did not only store food to feel safer, I stored information as well. The more I knew the
safer I felt. Newsoholic hamster! Our Corona Virus was a virus called Covid 19, but the
Corona family, being named so because they looked like they wore a crown, was known
since 1966 in humans and animals. They can’t exist without us. They need us to live and
multiply. We are their hosts! But they don’t behave like guests! They are just brain, just
programs on their way to the next computer. Where is my virus protection program? I
watched You tube videos on what to buy for catastrophes and I bought oat flakes, milk,
toilet paper, raisins, dates, chocolate, noodles, rice, biscuits, flour, tinned vegetables, baby
food, dog food, cat food, rabbit food, even a camping gas cooker, a radio and water in case
we ran out of electricity. That wasn’t me anymore! When I put cheese and butter in the
freezer, my family laughed, thought I was crazy but who could I trust? The reason for my
behaviour was motivated by the gut feeling that suddenly I couldn’t rely on the mass media
in Germany anymore. Whether they would report a shortage was questionable. Wouldn’t
they rather keep silent not to initiate a mass panic? The men of my household did not care,
because it was me who had always been responsible for a full fridge. Survival was a
question of gender and role models, not of fitness.
Were my life-in-wartime-genes of my grandmothers activated? The shelves in the
supermarkets emptied quickly and slowly my family thought that maybe I was right. My
daughter bought nappies for months and went with her boyfriend and baby to our house in
the country. They started to write 100 wedding invitations for August, believing everything
would be okay by then.
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The biggest shock was the lockdown. People had to stay home unless they had to go
shopping, to the doctor or walk the dog. The schools and universities closed down. Germany
is ruled locally. Each of the sixteen “Bundesländer” looked at how many hospital beds it had,
then took their own decisions on travel bans. Suddenly there were frontiers inside Germany
no one was allowed to cross. Berliners were allowed to travel into Brandenburg, but not into
Mecklenburg. With hammering hearts, we packed our car with rabbit, cat and dog and
escaped in the night to our house in the Mecklenburg countryside, avoiding the motorway
like thieves or bank-robbers. We were six people now, three generations, and we did
everything to get the permission to stay in the country house, but the local town hall
employees worked slowly. Most of them worked from home. We heard of people being
hunted out of their holiday homes by the police. We hid the car in the barn and ordered
food by mail. No problem for flour and noodles but a big problem for fresh food. No
‘Amazon fresh’ in the area, no supermarket delivery. So, I placed an order at an animal
supply: 25 kilos of carrots for horses, 25 kilos of beetroot for chicken and 25 kilos of potatoes
for pigs. That was all I could get on the internet. We were very creative in baking and
cooking with these three ingredients. Luckily, we got eggs from our neighbor. I paid
exorbitantly high prices for two liters of apple-juice or a glass of almond mousse. We hid, not
knowing whether they would let us stay. The police car passed the village street on a daily
basis. Only people with a business were allowed to stay. Was our little hobby garden chair
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building business big enough to warrant five people and a baby staying? My husband had
been working online for years, now I also tried to teach my Berlin pupils online, reading
stories on Skype and giving homework for homeschooling. My younger daughter and the
young father of the baby followed online university lectures, so we had to follow strict
timetables for internet use, because in the countryside it was slow, just enough for one
zoom conference, when nobody else was using their phone.
Meanwhile my younger son and his girlfriend moved into our flat in Berlin, because they had
given up their flats and jobs to emigrate to Canada on the 1st of April. The borders to the US
and Canada were closed, the flights cancelled. So, they stayed in our flat, trying to reimagine
their future, thinking that by June or July they would be allowed to go. My son finished his
first novel and his girlfriend made glass ornaments on the balcony to sell in her little Etsy
shop as “Sunday-glass”.
The older son, living in downtown Manhattan with his pregnant wife, saw the numbers going
up and was locked down in a tiny apartment 24 hours a day, working online from his kitchen,
while she was spending her day netflixing in bed because there was nowhere else to go,
counting the days until the birth in May.
I didn’t know then how things would develop, I thought of writing it all down, but I couldn’t,
because my only thoughts were for food and security. How could I feed my family without
having to go back to Berlin, without being stopped by a policeman asking me why I was in
the county, risking village people’s lives?
We didn’t leave our property, talked with neighbors only over the garden fence. I worked in
the garden every day, preparing seedbeds, sowing seeds full of hope. Would these little
seeds be our only food in summer? Would factories remain open? Would farmers still work
in the fields and produce food for us? Would Italy be able to deliver tomatoes and noodles?
What do we import from France? Where does our food come from anyway? Food was the
main topic. We baked our own bread, indulged ourselves with cakes and biscuits, cooked a
hot meal every day. Had I known back then that everybody would be okay, I would have
enjoyed all the time spent in the garden and kitchen. But nobody knew what news the next
day would bring.
My daughter breast-fed her little son and he grew up in the countryside surrounded by
father, grandparents and aunt. Lucky little one. He put every flower into his little mouth and
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insisted on sleeping outside in his pram only, crying in the house until he was brought out
into the fresh spring air. Do I become a criminal staying in my country house instead of
leaving for Berlin?
Easter came in April and my Berlin son was not allowed to come and visit. No tourists in
Mecklenburg! The Baltic sea waves rolled only for the locals. Normally there would have
been open studio exhibitions on the Whitsun weekend. My painter friends and I had
prepared our exhibition, but when it was allowed last minute, we couldn’t work out a
hygiene concept that fulfilled all the rules - so we cancelled. Painters and viewers would
have had to wear masks, no touching of things, one way in, one way out, regular
disinfection, police control. I didn’t want it, expecting it to be better in October for the next
open studios in Berlin. Luckily, I had my teaching job to pay the bills. Berlin gave millions to
actors, artists, musicians, yoga teachers, restaurant and club owners. But still it didn’t pay all
their bills. My father was right with his old saying: You cannot live on your art. Learn
something else to pay the bills. Security first. There it was again.
My best friend in England celebrated her birthday baking a cake, delivering pieces to her
friends on bike and then eating the cake in a Zoom meeting together. In the evening they
met other friends on Zoom, played games and drank wine.
Another friend sent half-forbidden videos; things the government would not want to be
watched. Do I become a criminal watching videos saying that this crisis was organized to
change the world? Do I become a criminal watching herbalist videos, because the nice
woman showing the plants and their healing powers does not shop in supermarkets,
because she does not want to wear a mask and so her video was taken off the internet?
Another friend sent a video accusing the government of knowing that there are control chips
in the vaccination, or substances making us die from cancer because there are too many
people on the earth! Am I allowed to write about this? Why do they all listen to the WHO
and at the same time this organization is in court, because some of them violated African
women before giving them food for their families? Am I allowed to think that this would
indeed be a perfect time to try out the newest human shaped robots, because everybody
wears masks and keeps a distance? I think many things are possible but hope they are not.
Other grandmothers became criminals, too. A journalist wrote in a Berlin newspaper that his
old aunt, whose name may not be named, asked him to take her to the border of
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Mecklenburg. She had already arranged a Mecklenburg car which would meet them on a
little forest road. She wanted to be picked up from the same place again three days later,
after her sister’s birthday. She wouldn’t phone him again in case spies listened. The
journalist asked himself what the world had come to.
I started reading the Bible to calm myself down.” Your kingdom come”, not the one of the
wicked or enemies. My qi-gong master is online now, teaching to follow all state covid rules
and at the same time meditate for peace. The great Indian spiritual teacher Amma says:
Follow the rules and pray.
I took my brush and painted, letting go of words, reason and my left part of the brain. First
there were abstract paintings with our garden earth, sand and wood-stove ashes, but then I
painted pictures of women fulfilling their dreams in a small magic room in the middle of
Berlin, where everything is possible: You can paint, have a garden, dance with a shaman,
have a horse, the beach, drink tea with a wolf, meet your shadow, be Super-girl or read.
Each day there was a new painting. The nights were not for sleeping but for having ideas.
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In the internet there were calls for artists: #supportartists, #artistsupportpledge or #buyarts.
You sell your paintings on this platform for no more than 200 Euros and every time you
reach 1000 Euros you pledge to buy another artist’s work for 200 Euro. My paintings were in
Berlin and with the fresh ones I couldn’t part. They were so different. I had never painted
women before. I had been an abstract painter. Why did I change? At the same time, I
stopped writing fiction and started documentary writing. Some writers escape into fiction
when the world gets complicated, I realized that what was happening in the world looked
like fiction. In my paintings I found my personal escape room. I used that room on a daily
basis.
Is the virus reminding us that life is not endless? That we have to fulfil our dreams now, not
later? That family time is more important than cinema, theatre and restaurants? Was I still
me? Who am I anyway? The self is only partly conscious, most of it are unconscious
memories and thoughts. The whole is always changing. Does this outer virus world change
my inner world? Of course! Were those parts of me that come up now already existing
unconsciously, deep inside or are they new acquaintances, accessoires?
In May my second grandson was born in New York. In spite of photos of lorries with corpses
in the news, my son was allowed to accompany his wife. They had a healthy baby and were
allowed to stay one day and one night in the hospital together. Then they went home and
the midwife took care of them via facetime. We haven’t visited our grandchild yet, but we
see him in video calls. He is smiling, growing in the little air-conditioned apartment, leading
his happy little life on the 35th floor of the silver tower in Manhattan while his 4-month-older
cousin enjoys the fresh country air in the North of Germany.
No more Fridays for future but the air became clearer every day, in Venice there were
dolphins in the canals and you could see the bottom of the water for the first time in years.
Is the virus a climate solution?
In June the schools in Berlin reopened. I had loads of emails instructing me how to behave at
school, when to wear a mask, how often to wash hands, where to enter the building and
where to leave it. For the first time in weeks, I started the car and drove down the motorway
to Berlin. What a strange feeling of freedom after three months of not leaving the village.
Nature had changed. I had left the city in March and now it was June. The chestnut trees in
my street in Berlin had wonderful green leaves, full of June power, but strangely enough I
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didn’t dare to embrace my son and his girlfriend. They had lived in the city. Our flat had
changed. It was somehow theirs now. Or had I changed? I felt like a stranger. But the
strangeness wore off quickly. I enjoyed being allowed to shop in the supermarkets and
seeing my old father again who had been taken care of by my sister and brother. How lucky
demented people are. He reads the newspaper every morning, he listens to the radio the
whole day and to the TV in the evening but he still does not know what Corona or COVID-19
is. When we tell him he insists on seeing us, even kissing us because the old German king
used to say to his soldiers: Do you want to live forever? (before he pushed them onto the
battlefield)
Musicians played on the internet or in little squares in the city. Opera singers met to sing on
the balcony of their London Quarantine Hotel. People were more creative than they had
been for a long time. My son went to a corona wedding with 10 people near Munich. All the
other guests sent postcards, presents, films or joined via facetime. The ice-cream man had
painted distance lines on the pavement, the restaurant put deck-chairs on the market
square to keep the proper distance. Other people wore swimming noodles on their heads
for distancing. The certificates for the final school exams were handed out in churches or
drive-in-cinemas.
The elementary school children were happy to meet at least half of their friends again and
did not mind wearing masks in the hallways. In the schoolyard they were entertained with
games to keep the distance and after much consideration basketballs were handed out,
which had to be washed in special ball-washing-contraptions which the caretaker had built
while school had been closed. The windows and doors were kept open and birdsong filled
the classrooms. At least the parents had a two-days-a-week-four-hours-break from
homeschooling. Happy children, happy parents, happy teachers.
Not-happy elderly friends! My oldest yoga friend, usually strong and positive, said that she
had become depressive. She was not allowed to see her grandchildren. Locked in, the
television gave her the feeling of not being wanted and of nearing the end of her life.
Sentences like “Just to protect the damned elderly we young ones can’t go out and party”,
hurt her feelings. Next thing was being bullied in the supermarket: “What do you want here?
Stay home. You are a risk patient.” Other friends over 70 visited their grandchildren secretly
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in the dark or outside. “Don’t touch granny or she will die!”, their daughters kept screaming
hysterically.
In the newspaper you could read stories about old people being found dead in their flats
withs masks on. They had been afraid to go outside or ask for help.
In the US other problems came up. “Black lives matter” started a revolution. No masks. No
hygiene concepts. No social distancing. How can they do that to us in the midst of Corona?
Can’t the black wait until we solved our pandemic problems? No, they cannot! Covid is not
our only problem!
In Greece some refugees burnt down their camp Moria to get into Europe. People slept on
the roads waiting to be saved but Europe feared the pull effect. “How can they do that to us
in the midst of Corona? Can’t the refugees wait until we solved our pandemic problems?”
No, they cannot. Problems cannot wait. Problems want to be solved immediately.
Viruses also do not wait. They are mean: They multiply in us.

In July the summer holidays brought relaxation. I still did not know anybody who actually
had Corona. Travelling inside Germany was allowed. People travelling to European countries
with high-risk areas had to be tested after their return. Our neighbors came back after nine
months on Lanzarote, one hour before the Canaries were declared high-risk territory. So, no
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quarantine for them. Young families, holidaying at the North Sea beaches kept asking each
other: “And where did you want to go originally?”. Most of them preferred holidays in
Southern countries. Now Bavarians got to know the Northern German Baltic Sea instead of
the Italian coast. In Berlin people could meet in the parks and I could go back to the
countryside, see how the salad had grown under the hands of my husband still working from
home, my stranded son, his stranded girl-friend, my bachelor-thesis-writing-studentdaughter, young-mother-daughter, student-son-in-law and grandson. The house was full,
too full, but luckily it was summer and everybody was outside all day long, forgetting
Corona. No television, no radio, no newspaper. Just the news trying to pop up when using
the computer or the smartphone. Would I be able to write now? Yes. But the weather was
too nice to sit in front of the screen and food needed to be prepared for eight people and
the washing to be done and the weeding, the watering, the harvesting and jam cooking. I
sometimes envied the painter Hilma Af Klint whose biography I was reading because she
lived on her own. Male Artists were served by their wives. Picasso or Charles Dickens would
never have dreamt of doing the washing-up or cooking for their wives and children. So much
more time to paint or write.
Two friends visited for a spraying week-end. Of course, we cooked and baked, but there was
lots of time to try out new paints and materials. Even the masks you needed when you work
with spray paint were no problem.
But then the Corona bomb hit again. My husband, main breadwinner of the family, lost his
job and would be unemployed from January onwards. His company was severely hit by
Corona. No more assignments. We looked at each other. No. Not now! Not with three
unemployed, two students and a baby to feed. But that was it. “Congratulations”, said my
son-in-law, “You are the only breadwinner of the family now! You are feeding us all.” I
didn’t know whether I liked this new role model, this upgrading to breadwinner. Happy
summer holidays!

In August school started and we teachers had three days of Corona instruction meetings.
The plan for the new school year included a divided school yard, hand-washing before and
after the breaks for 650 pupils at 10 washbasins, and to have all pupils together in the
classroom again, windows and doors open and wearing masks in the hallways. Astonishingly
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it worked out okay for the schools but not quite so well for the returning holidaymakers,
party people and big families celebrating what they had not celebrated for the last six
months. The infection numbers went up but the number of tests taken went up, too. Why
did people have forbidden parties and then get tested afterwards?
On the 11th of September Germany tried its first all-over Catastrophe Alarm. All sirens were
supposed to go off. I was afraid of the noise, took earplugs with me. We didn’t hear
anything. There are hardly any sirens left in Berlin since the war. Had the state cooperated
with the church, there would at least have been church bells ringing. But inside me there
were questions: What do we really need countrywide alarms for? Which catastrophes are
we to expect? Is there something we should know? Does Mrs. Merkel know something we
don’t know? It can’t be just wind or rain? Maybe a meteorite? My old-lady friend and exdentist announced visitors from outer space. The last time she did this her children
considered placing her into psychiatric care. So narrow-minded! In the 1980s my English
literature professor lectured officially about Ufo-sightings and was paid for it!
In October the infection numbers in Berlin rose, the Corona traffic-lights went red, redder,
reddest. Two days before the Autumn holidays Berlin was declared a high-risk area. So other
areas of Germany cancelled holiday bookings for Berliners. Locked-in again? You were
allowed to travel with a negative test result not older than 48 hours, but of course only
people with symptoms were tested. If you didn’t have any symptoms you had to pay 160
Euros to be tested and the results could take more than 48 hours. No guarantee. A friend of
mine started her holidays on an island in the North Sea two days earlier than planned for
fear that Berliners might be shut out. I started to panic. I was alone in Berlin. My family was
waiting in the countryside. Mecklenburg was one of the strictest areas concerning Corona.
Would the Berlin Wall close? How would we get food? In the time of the Wall the
government always arranged storages of butter and coal. What was stored now? Nothing!
The night before the holidays I wrote an email to my school director, took the next day off,
jumped into my car and drove out of the city. I took the small roads, always expecting to be
stopped by the police. Up till then people with a second home were allowed to enter
Mecklenburg, but it could change any day, any minute. It was dark. I was alone. It started to
rain … but I was alright. I arrived safely. My family had gone shopping in the morning. Why
did I worry? What did the situation trigger? Something deep in me. A place unknown. A
storage of fear. Will we ever be safe again? Who is this worrying person? Is that really me?
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I tried to relax, baked cakes and served lunch for our guests, my son’s future parents-in-law
from Munich who helped to restore the old carpentry next door. We took the dog for a walk,
cooked raspberry jam, applesauce and sieved little glass splinters, plastic and metal parts out
of the earth. No television, no radio, no newspaper, silence with geese and the song of
cranes gathering for the great flight south. Time to write, time to read, time to think what
happened to us this year. Why was 2020 so different? The typical chaos before a change?
My old lady friend (former dentist) sent me an alarming video about the plans of Cern in
Switzerland, wanting to accelerate their energy processing and to produce a parallel
universe or catapult the earth into another dimension. The video was full of physics. Were
the scientists crazy? Who controls them anyway? Who am I to decide whether it was really
possible? Why me? I didn’t tell my family. I didn’t risk a discussion. More and more secrets,
thoughts I better didn’t utter. The next morning my daughter sent me another video: “I
know the plans I have for you”, says the Lord. I definitely felt better after that.
My personality changed. I used to be the reassuring sunshine of my environment and now I
need reassuring myself. I wouldn’t say that my psyche is unstable, but at times I get very
emotional and destabilized by the news. Then I can’t keep my heart quiet. Even after over 30
years of Yoga and meditation the core of my being gets unsettled. But I know exactly how to
enhance my well-being: more me-time, reading books instead of newspapers, listen to
podcasts rather than the news, watching the birds in the sky instead of television, walk the
dog, paint, listen to music, write, do Yoga, breathe, listen to my heart, listen to my body,
listen to my soul. In general, it is a ban on the outer world and outer travels and an invitation
to the inner world and inner travels. At the same time reaching out to the information I
need, to know the rules, sometimes living the life of a half-criminal trickster to do what I like.
Life has become more demanding and threatened but at the same time I’ve become more
creative in finding new solutions and a more personal way of life.
I think, our responsibility as artists is to help others find their way to their unique source of
creativity which is the essence of the human being. If the virus mutates, let’s change, too!
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I look out through the prism of daily press briefings, and escalating cycles of bad
news. Shouting at the tv is not enough, but I no longer have capacity for anything
more.

All those years of political consciousness, of activism, of analysis and writing
of policy engagement, and sometimes influential research come to naught, when it
perhaps matters more than ever.

Is that why I am depressed beyond reason?

As I began trying to write this piece, I came across Elif Shafak’s How to stay sane in an
age of division 1. It ends with a reflection on anxiety, anger and apathy, three emotional
registers amplified by Covid-19. These speak to my sense of what is going on, both
personally and politically. I am finding it hard to separate a previous active, and sometimes
fluent self from a self whose words and thoughts drift pass without becoming substantial
enough to capture on the page. This sense of being lost for words dominates my
experience (now intensified by the onset of Parkinson’s disease). This is, of course, a
particular, situated experience. Now retired, I am no longer having to conform to the
hierarchies of university life, to weigh the risks of teaching face to face or the demands to
produce ‘world class’ research. I still use writing - about Brexit, about austerity, about the
rise of populism - as a form of personal and political therapy, but Covid-19 presents a
different challenge, one that invites passive withdrawal. The virus is a disembodied force,
not amenable to analysis or argument. Avoiding it requires retreat and isolation, not active
engagement. It attacks the very breath I breathe, and the possibility of communicating with
others. And for those who succumb to the virus, it promises to steal life itself.
1

How can I overcome the anxiety that not only pervades my relationships with others, but
that also preempts any attempt to plan future projects and possibilities? How can I
transcend the climate of anger that seems to displace positive thought and action? How
can I avoid the pitfall of apathy that threatens to confine me to the trinity of sofa, tv and
sleep? How can I learn to write again, and more particularly, return to the kind of political
engagement that might give me something to write – and shout - about?

Despite inviting retreat and rupturing human relationships, the consequences of COVID-19
for society and culture are contradictory. It has produced a remarkable upsurge of local
action to provide material and emotional support to others. But political discourse has
been reshaped into arguments about competence and effectiveness. The language of a
more expansive politics is actively being subordinated to immediate concerns. I find
myself literally lost for words.

This is a phrase that often came up in my earlier research – an analysis of interviews with
four generations of women trying to bring about political and institutional change 2. Many
spoke about how ideas generated by social movements had been incorporated into
governmental discourse – with the meanings they intended being stripped away as the
words were translated to fit neoliberal political projects. Some women spoke of their pain
at seeing how notions of equality, flexibility and choice had been appropriated and recast
in the language of ‘fairness’ by governments seeking to win consent to policy programmes
concerned to undermine collective claims for rights and justice. They talked of how ideas
of rights had been displaced by the language of consumerism, opening up the greater
marketisation of public services. And they decried the ways in which their critiques of state
institutions and policies had been silenced by austerity programmes. The hollowing out of
institutions that resulted from cuts and closures had left campaigners stuck between
arguing for the restoration of what had been lost, despite their critiques, and abandoning
the state as the potential source of beneficial policies.

The context of the pandemic is very different, but is there something that might be learned
from contemporary battles to shape and manage political discourse? In the next section I
explore some of the words of the pandemic and examine how they have worked to
legitimate the UK Conservative party’s political project, and how alternative political
meanings are being subordinated.

Talking COVID
2

Listening to the press briefings and ministerial speeches of 2020, certain words and
phrases recur regularly. These include
‘Following the science’
‘Putting our arms around’ [care homes, care workers]
‘Sadly’ [died]
‘It is with a heavy heart’ [that I announce]
‘We are all in this together’
‘World beating’
‘Home’ [working from/staying at]
‘Working tirelessly’ / ’working night and day’

There are many others, and readers might like to suggest their ‘favourites’ as contributions
to discussion in the panel session. Those chosen here are all taken from the press
conferences or statements of the UK prime minister and ministers, often amplified through
the Tory press. My purpose is to suggest a method for assessing the ways in which the
meanings of words becomes expanded, constricted or transformed as they become
elements of a populist politics. The analysis of political discourse requires a much more
detailed method than that proposed here, one in which words are situated in their historical
context, in which chains of equivalence, oppositions and juxtapositions are noted, and
which explores how words may be articulated together in new ways. Attention might also
be paid to the ways in which discourse is ‘heard’, taken up, adopted or appropriated by
those whom it targets. Here I simply sketch the contours of the beginnings of such a
project rather than its full development.

Following the science

Defending their decisions – to lock down, to delay lockdown, to open or close schools, to
close or open borders and so on – there has been repeated reference to ‘following the
science’, a statement legitimated by the physical presence of government scientists at
press conferences. This is a big shift for a populist government whose leading figures
have, over the last 5 years or more, vilified experts as members of ‘elites’ and whose
knowledge is viewed as antithetical to popular ‘common sense’. Rather than the old
Blairite mantra of evidence-based policy, we have lived with policy processes that rely on a
leader’s sense of where public opinion is pointing This has been evident in the recent
oscillations and U turns that indicate the fragility of a strategy of subordinating scientific
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evidence to short term political imperatives. Yet the claim to be following the science is
unmuted. One consequence is that those challenging political choices have little or no
comeback – positioning the questioner as implicitly ‘against science’ offers an easy win.

But that is not all: it Is necessary to ask ‘what science’ is at stake. SAGE has members
representing many different scientific disciplines. Alongside epidemiology and medicine
have appeared the quasi-scientific approaches of ‘modelling’ – predicting the likely course
of the pandemic. There was also an emphasis on ‘behavioural science’, concerned with
‘nudging’ people to adopt certain behaviours (but unconcerned with the issues of trust and
competence that might persuade them to act in the general interest). But other scientific
disciplines – notably sociology and geography – were not represented. This meant that the
relationship between COVID-19 and social or regional inequalities tended to be ignored.
Attention to the disproportionate impact on Black and Asian populations came very late –
and even then the initial accounts leant heavily towards biological or behavioural
explanations, and politicians revealed their discomfort trying to get their tongues round the
words BAME. Similarly, the upsurge in violence against women was hardly on the policy
horizon for many months. The languages of structural racism, social class and gender
inequality were systematically excluded.

Affective claims – the poverty of feeling

The claims about following the science can be contrasted with the populist emphasis on
appeals to public sentiment and feeling in government discourse – its ‘affective claims’.
Announcing the daily numbers of new cases, hospitalisations and deaths, ministers have
consistently used a feeling term, announcing that [number] have ‘sadly died’, or ‘my heart
goes out to’ relatives. These affective claims may be considered little more than discursive
flourishes whose very repetition signals their emptiness. But they represent an attempt to
voice – to ventriloquize - the emotions of the wider population of bereaved and distressed
citizens, appropriating (a thin) emotion-talk to legitimize an increasingly weak and
incompetent government.

In a similar vein, Johnson’s press conferences have been littered with refences to his own
distress at having to make tough decisions – ‘I hate having to..’, ‘Alas…’, ‘I do this with a
heavy heart’ and so on. This tends to mask the way in which tough decisions have been
consistently avoided or delayed, exacerbating the spread of the virus. Such selfdramatising pronouncements seek to deflect blame by constructing an image of a great
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leader wrestling with his conscience and personal emotions, rather than an incompetent
leader failing the challenges of governing through crisis.

‘Care’ appears as recurrent theme, but with a narrow set of associations. While there have
been numerous attempts to clothe governmental action with a softer, ‘feeling’ ambiance –
as in the statement that the government had been ‘putting our arms around’ care homes to
protect them. Initially, care homes tended to be ignored in the overall project of ‘protecting
the NHS’, until appalling infection and death rates became evident. These can largely be
attributed to the historical subordination of ‘care’ to ‘health’, and of care homes to
hospitals. Domiciliary care, and the informal care work of families, of health workers
caring for those in the last phases of life, of neighbours and communities caring for the
vulnerable, have been largely unacknowledged in government talk. And while there has
been much talk of ‘we are all in this together’ there seems to have been less focus on
encouraging local solidarities, mutual aid and support. Citizens, voluntary bodies and local
authorities have been largely abandoned.

Discourse alone could not prevent public dismay about the rising number of deaths, the
lack of PPE equipment, the failure of ‘test and trace’, the contradictory education policies
and so on, all resulting in a series of embarrassing U turns. But beneath these disruptions
lies a deeper political current intended to shore up legitimacy. This is associated with what
some academics have termed ‘emotional governance’, a form of governing that seeks to
elicit particular behaviours by inducing feelings rather than rational calculations.

Affective claims are a basic strategy of populist governments whose focus is on fostering
feelings of identification (with the leader) and trust (in his policies and programmes).
Imagery (such as ‘squashing the sombrero’, ’world beating’, or the virus as a ‘mugger’) is
more important than information; appearance trumps competence. Hyperbolic claims take
centre stage, whatever the evidence to support or negate them. For example, Johnson’s
claims that the UK’s responses have been ‘world beating’ can be readily dismissed; and
indeed became embarrassing at a point at which the new strain of the virus made Britain
something of a pariah state. But I have included it to emphasise the discursive flourishes
that flowed from the coincidence of Brexit negotiations (‘deal or no deal’) and the need to
legitimate the UK’s (failing) responses to the pandemic. The governmental hype about the
nation in the world/the globe serves to marginalize alternative conceptions of place and
space that seek to build solidarities across borders. And we might contrast the
Conservative party’s project of asserting a confident and powerful image of the UK,
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preoccupied with its sovereignty and past images of colonial power, with its apparent
incapacity to perform competent governance within its own borders. The chasm between
these opposing images has often been too great to be filled by discursive flourishes,
leading to rapid disenchantment with Johnson as the embodiment of a failing
administration.

Affective claims are, however, not the only discursive strategy in play. ‘Protecting the NHS’
or ‘stimulating the economy’ have typically been constructed as a binary opposition. The
former elicits images of care, sympathy and sacrifice, and is closely associated with the
evocation of collective identifications with a beloved institution. This is why Johnson and
other government figures initially encouraged – and participated in – the ‘clap for carers’
ritual. In contrast, ‘stimulate the economy’ evokes the impersonal transactions of the
market and employment. These are depicted as a zero-sum relationship – increasing the
emphasis on one is at the inevitable expense of the other.

My interest is, first, in the consequences of the particular meanings of ‘the economy’; and
second, the effects of the binary structure of meaning in which care nd economy are
opposed. Together these have shaped transformations in the meaning of ‘work’ during the
pandemic.

Whose work?

There are a number of different inflections of ‘work’ in governmental discourse.
First, work appears as a simple process, a set of tasks and functions that can be readily
stopped and started - furlough conceived as a temporary rupture - or subject to
substitutions. For example, working from home, it seems, can easily substitute for labour in
offices and other businesses. with little or no organizational, personal or familial cost. And
childcare and education are assumed to readily shift from schools and nurseries to the
home, without the transfer of significant costs. ‘Home’ has been used as a unitary
category, with no acknowledgement of the differential distribution of ‘good’ housing and the
struggles of some to manage in overcrowded or poor quality accommodation – a factor
that may help explain the north/south, urban/rural disparities in COVID cases.

Second, little attention has been paid to the labour of transforming hospitals, care homes,
shops, cafes, schools, hairdressers and other enterprises, all of which have placed new
burdens on ‘frontline’ workers (the associations with the military meaning of ‘front line’ are
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particularly striking. Like front-line infantry in a war, these are the workers who are likely to
die first). Such costs and burdens are of course highly gendered. Both the emotional and
physical costs of changing working practices are largely ‘women’s work’. But the dominant
emphasis on transactional labour has overridden any attention to the informal and
relational labour women give to keeping ‘the economy’ going.

Third, the emphasis on ‘working from home’ masks a silence about the fate of those
unable to do so – including health workers, delivery drivers, shop workers, transport
workers and others in the low paid and gig economies. This silence is at the root of racial
distribution of COVID. While there is now an acknowledgement of the impact on ‘ethnic
minority’ ‘BAME’ communities, this came late and there was a widespread reluctance to
link it to the structural racism or to any wider acknowledgement of class-based and
geographical inequality.

Fourth, the transactional conception of work, and its limitation to paid employment, means
that the Informal labour of those trying to mitigate the impact of COVID has been
overlooked. There have, of course, been many ‘good news’ stories in the media as
reporters have sought to give people a relief from constant gloom. These have, however,
tended to focus on individual heroes and heroines working to support their local
communities. The wider pattern of informal labour, and the exhaustion that often results
from it, have received rather less attention. In contrast, government press conferences
and interviews with ministers have made frequent references to how they have been
‘working tirelessly’ or ‘working day and night’ to fix policy problems and failures.

These different conceptions of work suggest dominant orderings of visibility and
legitimacy. The gendered and racialized dynamics of the shifting patterns of paid and
unpaid labour have received scant recognition. The ‘emotion work’ of staff in intensive care
units and in care homes, making judgements about who should live or die, supporting the
dying and the bereaved, and watching colleagues and kin succumb to the virus, has
offered potent media images – but scant recognition in terms of pay or access to
resources. The informal labour of those working in food banks, supporting local
communities, organising mutual aid networks, has offered heroic images but little
sustained recognition or analysis. And the reversal of years of women’s progress towards
equal pay and recognition has hardly been noted. The rise in domestic violence has
overwhelmed the resources that women built through collective action, campaigning and
fundraising. Given the shifting discourses of work noted here, it is unclear how women
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might reengage with the struggles for equality and recognition - not to mention safety –
that won concessions in past generations. For example, the emphasis on working from
home has a perverse relationship with women’s own demands for flexible working and
trade union campaigns for parental leave. It represents the ultimate success of such
campaigns, yet it is a strangely hollow success given pressures and hardships that result.
This is not what women of my generation fought for. What languages of justification might
be used for the next generation of political struggle – or will women be ‘lost for words’
trying to secure recognition and participation as well as rights?

In a different way, the languages of flexibility and choice used by past political campaigns
around work and employment have underpinned capitalism’s moves to expand the ‘gig’
economy, zero hours contracts and other devices that have created a peripheral,
disposable and low paid workforce. This workforce is largely peopled by the young and is
highly gendered and racialized. What linguistic and institutional resources might be
needed to redress the patterns of inequality that result? How far might the Black Lives
Matter movement be able to engage with issues of work, labour and institutional change?
How far can young people with terrible employment prospects build institutions that might
take on the downward spiral of pay and security, especially in the context of more urgent
and pressing issues (climate change, racial violence, the trafficking of vulnerable
populations). Workers’ rights, equality and justice feel like rather unfashionable political
discourses.

Silences and absences

Words are not only being lost, they are being actively stolen and made to mean something
other than the speaker/writer intended. Earlier I referred to my past research with activist
women to show how concepts generated by ‘progressive’ forces or movements had been
appropriated and made to serve contemporary governmental and ideological projects.

One might extend this kind of analysis to explore ways in which government suddenly
discovered the language of care during the pandemic, amplifying it to clothe their
incompetence and failures with a borrowed warmth. This is having a double cultural effect.
First, it is very difficult for critics to appear to be against care. What language might one
use to challenge Boris Johnson’s pronouncements about ‘putting our arms around’ people
to protect them during the pandemic? Second, by appropriating the language of care the
voices of those actually doing care work tend to be silenced, other than as exemplars of
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the kind of selflessness and devotion that government - and media - wish to promote. Care
comes to have a strangely flattened meaning, detached from concerns about material
labour, unequal risk and the sharpening of inequality.

Inspirations

Of course, these appropriations are imperfect; residual meanings continue to circulate,
often erupting back into the mainstream as ‘events’ create opportunities, and as activists
work to find alternate vocabularies through which new political projects might be
developed. We can see this in the rise of the Black Lives Matter movements that not only
drew attention to the racialised care economy, but that also offered new vocabularies of
culture, empire and Britishness. We can see it in the growing support for environmental
activism, and the rise of new languages of protest generated by the young. And we can
see it in the proliferating writings expressing the goal of ‘not going back’ to pre-covid-19
ways of life as people - often, but not exclusively, women - celebrate the reduction of
traffic, the greater focus on local food chains, the upsurge of ‘community’ spirit and mutual
aid, the transformation of cities, and the’ greening’ of towns and cities.

If things are not to simply revert to the way they were pre-lockdown, what are the linguistic
battles that must be conducted to ensure that writers and other activists do not find
themselves ‘lost for words’?

Some feminist academics have offered conceptual resources for imagining new worlds.
For example, Davina Cooper, Morag McDermont and colleagues at the Open University
use the term ‘Reimagining’ in their work on economic and institutional change, arguing not
for tinkering at the edges but for drawing on imaginings from diverse struggles and
movements to propose alternative futures3. Kate Raworth’s work on the ‘donut economy’
and the Gender Budget Group both offer resources to rethink economic relationships from
a gendered perspective 4, while feminist work on care – by Joan Tronto, Marian Barnes
and Fiona Williams, among others – offers ethical and relational, rather than transactional,
understandings 5. These are not simply ‘imaginary’ but rooted in changes emerging from
practice, in oppositional spaces, in alternative experiments and in prefigurative institutions
in the social economy (J.K. Gibson-Graham 6).

We might also look to journalists, commentators and other writers mapping responses to
the pandemic. There has been a proliferation of mutual support groups, neighbourhood
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projects, voluntary action, charitable work and so on around food, homelessness and
overcoming loneliness. Rebecca Solnit offers ways of emphasizing hope rather than
despair, while Marina Sitrin and the Colectiva Sembrar explore how the pandemic is
generating new solidarities, with examples drawn from across the globe 7.

All offer alternative ways of remaking political, economic and cultural life. But these
currently remain on the periphery and are vulnerable to the current amplification of socalled ‘culture wars’ that undermine, dismiss and belittle the languages generated by
social movements and prefigurative experiments. Such wars suck our energies, leaving
us potentially lost for words. As such, as Nesrine Malik argues, they deflect us from the
political practices of making new worlds and telling new stories. 8
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1. There is no place like home… but not in lockdown
The disturbing images about the virus had reached Europe in December 2019
and the first alarm about a new potential pandemic began to sound in the media. Wuhan
(China), where it first was identified, seemed to be very far distant by that time. The
masks, the protection shields and the astronaut-like suits we saw on television looked
unreal as if we were looking at a sci-fi movie. In fact, we never thought that COVID-19
could cross borders, reach Europe and spread across the globe so quickly. Or ever
imagined that a small virus would turn our daily lives upside down.
The sudden appearance of the virus, its unexpected virulence and dissemination
speed, the uncertainty about the future, caused fear and a strong alarm reaction. The
world stopped, airports closed, shops and restaurants closed, schools and universities
closed, theaters and cinemas closed, traffic vanished, cities became desert. The
newscast lasted hours repeating the numbers of infected people, people in intensive
care units or death. The horror images from hospitals spread fear and uncertainty. We
were facing a powerful enemy and the metaphor of war became recurrent in scientific
and political speeches. We were living what Bernard Henry-Lévy called the “First World
Fear” 1. Almost one year and a half of this pandemic caused over three million deaths, a
serious global economic crisis and a radical change of individual lives. Although the
digital means and scientific responses (from sequencing coronavirus to vaccines and
mass production in less than one year) never have been so fast and effective. Viruses
have always been here with us, but “in the war between humans and pathogens, never
1
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have humans been so powerful” 2, said recently Yuval Noah Harari to the Financial Times:
“today humankind have the knowledge and tools necessary to prevent a new pathogen
from spreading and becoming a pandemic.” If it fails, it will be not a scientific but a
“political failure”, he points out. But the impact this pandemic had on our individual lives
and in our social and mental health is yet to be understood. In women in particular, who
had to concile familiar obligations, increasing domestic tasks while working from home.
By January 2020, the first infections were detected in Europe and on the 8th of
March my University in Braga, in the north of Portugal, was shut down by order of the
Portuguese NHS after a student tested positive for Covid-19. On the 18th of March the
President of Republic Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa announced lockdown rules for fifteen
days (known as “estado de emergência”), which were renewed twice, until the second
of May. On the 14th of January 2021 the President of Republic reannounced lockdown
which has been sucessively renewed until this month. When the University closed its
doors overnight I felt shocked. I felt confused. Incapable of understanding this sudden
change and the overwhelming and contradictory information we all had to deal with
everyday. Suddenly, I saw myself forced to stay at home, allowed only to go out for
essential shopping or taking the dog for a walk. Everything around me seemed to be
unreal. The air was heavy, the days steel grey. Silence was so dense that we could touch
it.
I was feeling lost and the old saying that “there is no place like home” simply
didn´t make sense anymore. Sometimes I felt a prisoner in my own home, sometimes a
foreigner as if I had just arrived to an unknown place; sometimes a caterpillar in its
confortable cocoon. It was safe and strange, cozy and suffocating, at the same time: I
simply couldn´t imagine the metamorphosis we all were living in. I had always been
strong and determined, even in very emotional difficult situations I had to face in the
past, but now my sense of self was unexpectedly weakening: I didn’t know what to do,
caught in between physical world and the virtual one where I was being pushed to.
“I feel as a foreigner in my own street. The sound of an emergency ambulance cuts
through the silence of the highway. I am so disturbed that I abandon my window and close
myself inside my room, fleeing the lockdown sounds. The soundtrack of this new season.
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Music, as well as books, literature, are essential goods. I need to stock up human sounds,
voices, piano or bass, jazz or blues, whatever. I need to hoard words that bring me the sensations
back and make me read Caeiro’s poems until they burn my eyes. I need to write chronicles,
petals of words thrown away in the wind one by one. I need to get back to the amazing reality
of things. To the wonder of the world that I have lost. (“One touch of blues”. Season 2.
03.04.2020)

As an academic, I kept working. My classes moved overnight to online but none
of us had been prepared, I couldn’t see my students face or I was unexpectedly invading
their rooms or kitchens, webinars and emails multiplied. I discovered myself living a
digital life. I was tired and unmotivated. I couldn’t concentrate myself. My critical
faculties needed intensive care.
As a woman, I never felt so lonely. My daughter was working in London and we
both had to decide if she would return to Portugal (and probably lose her job because
of the quarantines) or stay in UK, which meant we couldn’t help each other if needed.
My youngest son was having university classes on-line and he couldn’t keep me much
company. Everything I loved was distant, closed or impossible. My familiar world was
collapsing. For the first time in my life I was feeling helpless and face to face with my
widow condition. I was not afraid of a virus, I was afraid of loneliness, as my first journal
note makes it clear:
“It worries me to think about what will happen to the lady with the dog on a leash, the
woman talking to her little carrots and to the cat lady which pets her cat like a baby in the next
two weeks, in a month, in the uncertain end of these days of distance. The three confinement
graces.
Is the virus of loneliness more dangerous than the one we have locked down ourselves
against to? Are women a gender at risk? Will there be a possible isolation against the virus of
isolation? I know loneliness by heart. I know its colour. I know the smell of each syllable on the
hot summer nights. In the café, on the train, in the room or by the window, I am the anonymous
woman that Edward Hopper painted. I am not afraid of the coronavirus but I am afraid of the
coronafear. I am afraid of selfishness and indifference fever. I fear the suffocating nudity of the
word loneliness” (“Women at the verge of a nervous breakdown”. Season 1. Day 1. 19.03.2020).

3

2. A rear window of one’s own: writing lockdown
Writing (and reading) had always been my shelter and strength. My own way of
breathing out of the increasingly bureaucratic asphyxiating academic world and the
scientific impersonality of academic writing. Instinctively, spontaneously, I started
writing a journal on facebook on the first day of lockdown, March 19. By the time my
University closed its doors I was reading Incidental Inventions which have recently been
published in Portugal, a volume with the year-long columns Elena Ferrante wrote in the
Guardian between January 2018-2019 3. The italian novelist’s advice about the urge to
write was still echoing in my head: “If you feel the need to write, you absolutely should
write. (..) We shouldn’t put off writing until we’ve lived enough, read sufficiently, have
a desk of our own in a room of our own with a garden overlooking the sea, have been
through intense experiences live in a stimulating city, retreat to a mountain hut, have
had children, have travelled extensively.” I didn’t have a garden overlooking the sea, but
a small terrace overlooking my street and a rear (or front) window of my own made me
decide. I decided to write not after pandemic and lockdown, but during lockdown,
within the uncertainty and instability of the days. Trying to collect images for future
memory and to read the signs of change around me. Trying to keep myself together,
close to others and close to the world suddenly gone. Trying to put into words, to think
and to feel this unexpected reality.
Initially, I thought it would be for fifteen days, ignoring that lockdown would be
renewed twice, before summer. I wrote forty five accidental journal notes and I found
myself living with words, waiting anxiously for the moment of seating at my desk and
start to write. It was my moment of freedom, my mental fitness. I discovered then that
writing was a way of keeping proximity with others and otherness in these days of social
distance for sanitarian reasons. As I went on publishing my journal notes, my readers
encouraged me to collect them in a book after lockdown. They were finally published in
December under the title Rear Window: Chronicles of Lockdown.
3
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I would like to clarify that, since the term is not very used in the UK, “chronicle”
refers to an ancient literary genre with no form, a short narrative porous to other genres
(diary, journal, autobiography, memoir, essay), based on daily facts and an intimate
point of view. A mutant and ephemerous form, as the name suggests, originated from
Chronos, the greek God of time. Writing chronicles seemed to me particularly adequate
to capture these days of change, this formless time. Ferrante said that a “writer’s talent
is like a fishing net catching daily experiences”; writing these chronicles was my fishing
net to capture quotidian gestures, voices, characters, sensations, images.
Being locked down, confined to my own home, my window (my rear and front
window) was all I had left of the vanishing and distant world and the street where I live
in the only world I could look at and share with others. When our hands can’t reach out
for a compliment, we can only approximate one another from the inside”, says Slavoj
Zizek 4. Only from the “internal eye” that our pandemic way of wearing masks
paradoxically seems to enlight. An internal lens. Two powerful images crossed my mind.
One from my childhood in a small city, the highest in Portugal, located at Serra da
Estrela. It was so cold in winter that when I woke up in the morning the window glasses
were covered with an ice layer making it impossible to look outside. It seemed I was
isolated inside, there was no way out. I was locked down in my own room. So I cut one
potato in half and with this half potato on my hand I drew myself a small starch magic
circle in the iced window glass. A magical lens from which I could see the world outside,
the trees, the garden, the street and the houses, some people passing by. This original
image reminded me of Jeffries, Hitchcock’s quarantined photographer with a broken leg
confined to observe the backyard from his rear window with his camera or binoculars. I
had no broken leg but like Jeffries or the child I once was I was confined indoors and
have to observe the world outside from my rear (or front) window. My window was my
lens, my “internal eye” from where I could see the far distant world. I focused myself to
observe the windows and terraces around me, the empty park, people’s changing
routines, gestures, voices and words, all the external signs of life:
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“From my window I can see the world. I’m writing this sentence leaning on each word,
on each syllable, looking from that same metaphorical distance Vergilio Ferreira has spoken in
Brussels when he said: “From my language I can see the sea”. A window is my own language
these days. The place from where we can see the world, give form to our thoughts, express our
feelings; the place from where we can communicate with the outside world, that is, with others.
From my window I can see the whole world.
At least in these days of confinement where nothing else seems to exist apart from what
the eyes can reach from our terraces and windows. Nothing happens on the street, except
someone who is putting the garbage in the dustbin or walking the dog, someone crossing the
sidewalk to go to the supermarket. One car passing by. A woman smoking a cigarette in her
terrace. There are no children in the park. There are no hairdressers or fish markets open. There
are no cafes. There are no pastries shops, except the one where I get my coffee in a disposable
cup to drink outside which cheers up my soul and senses. There is nothing. This is a time of steel.
The woman in the pink bathrobe gave up on moving her home to the terrace and now
hangs her indolent arms off the terrace rail, brokenhearted with a view to an empty street. A
terrace can be a home, Dulce Maria Cardoso already said it and the woman in the pink bathrobe
knows it, but the virus has postponed her will to change.
The old woman on the ground floor is loosing shyness. She now dares to look at the
street and to face the monstruous enemy with her face glued to the window’s glass as if it was
stucked by a suction cup. The same invisible suction cup that stucks her to life.
Two astonished faces, frozen, suspended, looking at the present in a desert street.
Nothing happens in my street while everything is happening. We only need to see.” (“Maluda’s
Window”. Season 1. Day 12. 30.03.2020).

Writing became my watch-tower, my fishing net of daily images, my own way of
being connected to people, to communicate with others and experience alterity. It
allowed me to travel in time and space, beyond the closed borders and airports, to
overcome the suffocating quotidian life during lockdown. Feeling inside me the pain of
a desert city:
“The city hurts me. Its streets without people. The shop’s windows that no one stares at
anymore. The unscented linden trees on the avenue. The helplessness of the bandstand. The
piled-up chairs of Brasileira’s cafe, lined up against the outside walls, hurt me as if the heart of
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the city has stopped. The pain is so intense that I can´t go any further. I can’t look at it anymore.
I decided to return home.” (“Vanitas is the shop window’s name”. Season 3. 26.04.2020.)

Writing allowed me to find myself smelling, tasting, hearing, and touching the
world daily, as I registered in this brief note:
“Today, Good Friday, I need some colour in my life. The life that goes beyond my
terrace. I need to feel the smell of oregano, coriander, basil and mint. Cinnamon, ginger and
pepper. The flavour of saffron and lemon thyme. The colour and pulp of the fruit. The blue of
the fish and the mystery of the shells. I need to feel the sea flavour of the Azorean barnacles”.
(“A terrace of colours and smells”. Season 2. 10.04.2020).

Writing allowed me to feel the distant nature, to empathetically vibrate with a
bird’s song, with the trees I love, especially my distant araucaria in Bom Jesus or the
flowers in my terrace after a windy day:
“Petunias look rumpled, dull, like someone who didn’t sleep at night. The petunias and
her dresses. They are great actresses, the petunias: it won’t be long until a ray of sunlight shows
up, and they will exhibit their velvet dresses making them swirling as if nothing happened. They
pretend to be fragile to escape the fury of the wind or seduce the eyes of those who pass by.
They were luckier than cyclamen. If I could, I would iron their dresses just to see them smile”.
(“The whole world is in a book shop”. Season 2. 06.04.2020)

Of course, the lens of literature (and arts, in general) is always present in these
chronicles. Since I am a literature professor and strongly believe that literary texts are
powerful lenses that enable us to see the world even in its most insignificant or invisible
details and to look at ourselves and others. Images from my memory archive, from
movies, music, paintings, photos, poems, novels or from the media (like the image of
the Pope praying alone in St Peters Square, in Rome) are constantly summoned up in
this creative process, as well as humour and caricature. In some of these chronicles, I
tried to draw different characters from the observation of my own street during
lockdown: the lady with cloud hair, Popeye the sailor man, the salesman keeper, Dupont
and Duponda are some of them, narrative embryos of future short stories or novels.
At the end of her collaboration with the Guardian, Elena Ferrante highlighted the
risks and the challenges of this kind of journal or chronicle writing, “the permanent
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exposure of fragments of myself”. Clarice Lispector pointed out the same regarding her
collaboration with Jornal do Brasil: “being a chronicle writer is too personal”.5 This
permanent public exposure of the self is the reason why the feminine presence in the
portuguese chronicle writing tradition is not significant, in spite of the remarkable (and
sometimes revolutionary) contribution of a few women writers, like Irene Lisboa, Maria
Judite de Carvalho, Maria Ondina Braga or Maria Teresa Horta. This daring mixture of
intimate reading and seduction for reality, this particular way of seeing facts and
actuality with poetic inner eyes is what attracted me. As well as an escape to the
impersonal and scientific writing as an academic I am supposed to do. Writing these
chronicles made me overcome loneliness and uncertainty. Each one of them switches
on a presence light in these confusing dark days.
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‘Operational challenges’*: or, managing to get any writing done, whether it’s Covid19
or not
Gail Chester (Independent scholar)
*Quote from Matt Hancock, Health Secretary, 15th September 2020, on the total failure of
government to adequately distribute equipment for their so-called Track and Trace policy.
Preamble
This piece is not as polished as I would like, some references are missing and it could have
done with another edit. But I was determined to get it done and avoid the depression and
frustration of missing yet another deadline, this time because my disabled sister, who I care
for, almost died in mid-March, and her disabled partner, who I also care for, had a heartattack and almost died last week. How ironic that I almost failed to submit my piece for the
very reasons that I put in my original proposal:
In this presentation I will focus on structural reasons why I have not got more writing
done in my life, and how, in some ways (but not all), life has changed less for me than it
has for many others under lockdown.
-----------------------------In 2005 I wrote the following poem:
So tell me, Ms Chester, how come you haven’t finished your PhD?
I am ill in bed
I am very ill
I have been in bed for four months
I have dislocated my pelvis, but I am worried that I have dislocated my mind
There is an extreme history of Alzheimers in my family
So my anxiety is not entirely without foundation
Those around me are reassuring
And while I want desperately to be reassured
I don't know if I can trust them
I fear it is themselves they are reassuring, not me
My back gave way under the strain of caring
For my partner
For my sister
For her partner
For my son
For my community
And not enough for myself

It collapsed under the weight of ME, mental disability, vascular dysfunction, social
exclusion, physical disability, learning difficulties, personality disorder, homelessness,
depression, creeping authoritarianism, moral panics about hoodies, domestic duties,
internalised oppression
The final straw was being given a first formal warning
And two months to write two finished chapters of my thesis
Because the so-called Education Support Office of my institution kept ignoring me
Denied me support
Denied I had disabilities
Denied I was a carer
And cared less
So that is why, to date, I have not finished my PhD
Although the poem focuses mainly on my caring responsibilities and my own health, there
were other significant factors in my failure to complete. I am a working-class Jewish woman
who knew nothing of imposter syndrome then, but the concept seems to have gained
traction in the last 15 years. I think it means coming from a working-class background and
not having sufficient confidence in your abilities or sufficient sense of entitlement to bluff
your way through situations where you feel you don’t know enough. Even though you know
more than enough. Even when you know more than most of the middle-class people who
have been taught how to bluff. That’s how it feels to me, anyway.
Last week I did a taster session for a memoir writing course with a friend who has asked me
to mentor her while she writes hers. After the session, I told my friend I was thinking of
doing the course. ‘Why would you want to do that?’ she asked. An overdose of imposter
syndrome, I told her, plus finding a means of combating my procrastination – or rather,
forcing me to prioritise my own writing sometimes, if I can squeeze it in between looking
after everybody else, if I can make myself feel that it is that important.
Reading the other papers submitted for this conference, I am struck by how elegantly
written they are. I wonder if I have anything new to say, anything that has not already been
said better somewhere else. Then I think about my decades of consciousness-raising, about
how sharing experiences makes you realise you are not alone, and strengthens you for the
fight against the patriarchal attitudes which have previously made you feel isolated and
incompetent.

When I wrote that poem, I was also 16 years younger, less familiar with the ways that age
and ageism can operate to stymie one’s creativity – and this is another aspect made worse
by Covid. My friend C is in her 70s, her husband is developing Alzheimer’s and has prostate
cancer, a number of their friends have died from Covid, and now she has to accompany her
husband to hospital every day for treatment while dealing with his terror and confusion. My
friend D is Asian and in her 60s, eight relatives of hers have died in the last year, her
brother-in-law is dying of cancer in a foreign country, her adult children are very needy, and
now she has to negotiate tortuous Covid-induced visa requirements to visit another foreign
country (usually most open and liberal) to be with her sister while she has a major
operation. Not a lot of time for exercising one’s creativity there, then, and I have other
examples – including me.
For the first three months of lockdown I was relatively smug about cabin fever, but then my
partner and I had the most spectacular series of rows – though I can’t remember now
exactly what they were about! I have always had dreams about living in communes, during
lockdown they have become more frequent and elaborate – is this my desire for a more
expansive experience than being cooped up in my two-bed London flat with my ailing
partner? I say ‘cooped up’, but in many ways, lockdown has not been that different to the
rest of my life – I have periods of back trouble and viruses when I am confined to bed for
several weeks anyway, I probably don’t take enough exercise at the best of times, and I
mostly work at home.
I realised I had to start taking exercise again as my ankles blew up out of all proportion when
I tottered out of bed after two months of what may or may not have been THE virus – it was
too early in the pandemic to get any sort of test, but it was definitely A virus. I was totally
depleted and depressed at not being able to do any writing, despite supposedly having lots
of time and little else to do except spend hours on the phone trying to sort my sister out. So
as soon as I could I was spending too long sitting in front of my computer and hardly moving
at all. Several rather tense discussions on the phone ensued with the women at the
lymphoedema clinic, who had previously been calm and sympathetic, but were now
obviously fraying a bit at the edges. I only went to the lymphoedema clinic in the first place
to accompany my sister to her appointment, and before I knew it, I had been diagnosed
with lipoedema – who had heard of this unusual disease previously, which I have apparently
been suffering from all my life?

For some people with chronic illnesses, Covid has improved the quality of life. For now,
some of us can be ‘normal’, we can attend webinars and Zoom conferences, just like
everybody else, we can travel the world in comfort, and without it costing the earth. (My
most memorable day was the afternoon I was attending a book history conference in New
Jersey when Biden was declared president, and I’d been at a webinar in South Africa about
African literature in the morning.) Funny how medical ‘experts’ have suddenly identified
Long Covid as a brand-new disease which they can pour lots of research money into, when
pleas from sufferers of ME and post-viral syndrome for our (very similar) symptoms to be
taken seriously have been ignored for years. No wonder we feel ambivalent about how
things will be post-Covid, wondering how quickly people will forget the bliss of car-free
streets and air you can breathe. It’s a privilege to have your most significant annoyance
being unable to visit the hairdresser.
In 1996, I published an article which advised that Tillie Olsen’s ovular book, Silences,
is the volume which every working-class woman writer should keep by her bedside and
refer to constantly. It is an extraordinary work of research and support. It reminds us
that we are not alone and that our feelings of inadequacy are not our fault. It invites us
to contribute our own creativity to the pool of existing material, and it certainly
encouraged me to persevere with writing … 1
Silences (which originated as a seminar presentation at the Radcliffe Institute and first
appeared as an essay in Harper’s magazine in 1965) addresses reasons why women, and
particularly Black women, working-class women, and mothers find it hard to find time to
write, and seldom get published. In an insightful article in the New York Times, AO Scott
revisits Tillie Olsen’s work to great effect. He comments:
Olsen broadened the terms of Woolf’s argument [in A Room of One’s Own] and
surveyed the gaps and lost years in various careers, and the different reasons
(censorship, illness, temperamental reticence) that even outwardly successful writers
didn’t write. But she homed in on a vaster silence of “those whose waking hours are all
struggle for existence; the barely educated; the illiterate; women. Their silence the
silence of centuries as to how life was, is, for most of humanity.” She included herself.
“Where the gifted among women (and men) have remained mute, or have never
Chester, Gail, 'Book Publishing – the Gentleperson's Profession?' in Sarah Richardson et al, Writing
on the Line: 20th-century working-class women writers, London: Working Press, 1996
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attained full capacity,” she continued, “it is because of circumstances, inner and outer,
which oppose the needs of creation.” 2
There is substantial evidence to show how little has changed since Tillie Olsen started
writing. This is amply demonstrated by other presentations for this conference, as well as a
plethora of academic articles (for example, Crook 2020), articles from Columbia Journalism
Review [refs] and elsewhere, showing that writing activity from journalism to academia and
beyond has been drastically affected by Covid, especially among Black people and women.
All these difficulties are heightened when women also suffer from other discriminations
which impact upon their ability to produce intellectual work, for example, being Black
(Wright et al 2007; Stockfelt 2018), disabled (Clifford 2020), working class (de Waal 2019), or
generally without access to money, as in the case of independent scholars (Chester 1996).3
Even feminists have been slow to acknowledge that not just gender and sexuality, but also
race, class and other oppressions play a role in determining who does and doesn’t get
published. The publishing industry needs to employ the widest spectrum of people to
facilitate the production of the widest range of books, not only those which maintain the
status quo. 4 The economic climate, lack of confidence and opportunity to meet the ‘right’
people make it hard to get to the writing stage, still less to imagine a career in publishing.
When discussing exclusion from the booktrade, as elsewhere in British society, issues of
class remain highly contentious 5 but it is real: in a study exposing race, class, gender and pay
inequalities, published in the journal Cultural Trends, researchers found that some 43% of
people working in publishing, 28% in music and 26% in design come from a privileged
background, compared with 14% of the population as a whole.6
In June 2020, just as the Black Lives Matter movement was taking off and the Black Writers
Guild was formed (Cowdrey 2020), Rethinking ‘Diversity’ in Publishing (Saha and van Lente
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2020), the latest in a line of such reports, was released. None of these reports ever discuss
the relationship between content and personnel in publishing, it is assumed that the mere
presence of a ‘diverse’ workforce will be enough on its own to produce more challenging
content, but of course it won’t. Considering the coincidence of its timing, this report will
hopefully have more influence than its predecessors. Unsurprisingly, its main findings were
that the book trade assumes a white, middle-class audience, and thus it finds itself unable to
reach beyond that group; that BAME and working-class audiences are undervalued by
publishers, both economically and culturally; and though publishers claim they would like to
publish more writers of colour, they expressed concerns about lack of ‘quality’.
There are clearly structural reasons, unrelated to Covid, why I have not done more writing in
my life. In some ways, especially in the day-to-day conduct of my life at home over the last
year, less has changed for me than it has for many others, but in one’s dealings with
external agencies it is clear how piling new restrictions imposed by Covid on top of ongoing
austerity have combined to make a previously bad situation even worse. 'The Austerity
Audit’, a series of four programmes presented by Paul Johnson and broadcast on Radio 4 in
September 2020 provided a valuable insight into the major areas of life where this
intersection was particularly acutely felt: the justice system, local government, the welfare
system, education, and the NHS – all the key areas which I, the people I care for, and all
working-class people have to depend on for support, and have been sorely let down. 7
2020 was a thoroughly ghastly year, often only slightly Covid related. Except that I have
come to believe that everybody in the country – and quite possibly the world – has been
driven a bit mad by the pandemic. I have a huge calendar shaped hole in my brain, so I keep
thinking that things that happened in November a year ago happened six months ago at
most, and things that happened three months ago happened the other week. I was seriously
bullied at work, something that has never happened like that before. The threatening
manner in which it was done would have been destabilising at the best of times, but the
inability to meet in person, seems, in itself, to have made it easier to feel dissociated. I have
wondered to what extent my antagonists have themselves succumbed to Covid madness.
The media contains a plethora of information on how the pandemic has destabilised the
mental health of the whole population, even among people who are normally mentally
quite stable. Among other things, we have been coping with anxiety, depression,
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claustrophobia, agoraphobia, a general loss of trust 8, and much else, brought on by the
death and uncertainty with which we are surrounded. Half a dozen people I had close
connections with have died in the last year – maybe it was coincidence, as only one was
from Covid – two died with cancer, one with Multiple Sclerosis, one with a stroke, and one
was killed in a bike accident. I feel almost apologetic explaining that the latest person who
has died was nothing to do with Covid, as if that deserves less sympathy.
Just as well I don’t make New Year’s resolutions – I would certainly have been disappointed
with my performance in 2020. Before anybody in Britain acknowledged the pandemic, I was
embroiled in my sister’s cancer, leading on to the blood clot on her liver, worsening
lymphoedema, blood thinning injections, bladder infections, diverticulitis, and antibiotics
(various). None of them appeared life-threatening then, but all were endlessly timeconsuming. I have filled many pages of my everyday notebook recording the twists and
turns of my sister’s inability to cope with apparently minor domestic matters which are
nevertheless crucial for her well-being: the broken microwave turntable, her erratic mobile
phone, the lack of an instruction manual for the new TV I ordered for her, and for which she
got coerced into taking out an extended warranty, which I had already discussed with her,
and she agreed she didn’t need.
I never kept any sort of journal before the last few years, even though every writing guide
says you should keep a record of your everyday thoughts to store up for when you come to
do the ‘real’ writing – who’s got the time? Even writing up the factual happenings, and
sometimes just the bullet points, takes time and mental energy that is not always there. So I
leave pages of gaps to come back and fill in later, but I rarely do, and even when I try, I often
can’t remember what happened a couple of days before. But if I didn’t keep that everyday
notebook, flawed and episodic and random as it is, I think I would go mad. How otherwise
to go to a follow-up appointment with my sister’s consultant three months after the last one
and remember what was said before, especially as the appointment has to be on the phone
on a three-way call that I have had to set up, because, despite its supposedly high-tech, the
hospital has no way of arranging a three-way phone consultation?
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All of this was made more arduous by not being able to visit my sister during Covid, as were
our interactions (or lack of them) with medical personnel, sheltered housing staff, witnesses
for her Power of Attorney, social workers, and police. Why the police, you ask? Being ill and
disabled is not generally, most of the time, considered a criminal offence – at least, not
officially. No, but on top of all that illness, my sister has been experiencing an advanced
resurgence of the financial abuse she suffered previously from a devious and manipulative
drug addict, which she failed – again – to tell me about until she had been fleeced of more
than £1500 in two months, and which I only found out about by accident, which I was much
more upset about than the actual loss of the money. Nevertheless, I have been forced to be
entangled with the police, me, who is extremely wary of the police and always has been,
who has an extensive and rigorous political analysis of the ills of the police, and who has
been squirming inside as I have observed the righteous demands of Black Lives Matter to
defund the police and abolish prisons. In desperation, I succumbed to getting power of
attorney for her, as it seemed the only way of getting things straightened out. I resisted for
a long time, thinking of all the extra work for myself, but it will avoid me having to worry
about her financial affairs the whole time, which will be a boon.
In February 2021 the liver specialist said my sister’s latest scan was completely clear and he
didn’t need to see her again. I was buoyant. One specialist down, three to go, I said, thinking
that now I had plenty of time to write this piece – and all the other pieces queueing in my
brain to be written. The trip to have my jab was like a day out. Being in the same space as 30
other people (socially distanced, of course) when I’d been in the same space with only one
other for a year was exhilarating.
But within weeks, my sister complained of feeling like she was getting cancer again. I
worried, she was off her food. More three-way phone calls with the GP. It’s not cancer, they
said, her lady parts are all clear – as if she couldn’t have cancer anywhere else. Covid and
cancer, the deadly twins, as if all other illnesses have been written out of the textbooks. It’s
a bladder infection, the GPs kept repeating. But somehow I knew it wasn’t.
And I was right. My sister’s bowel burst while I was attending the funeral on Zoom of a very
dear friend. Fortunately, I managed an hour to grieve, in between the ever more alarming
phone calls from the doctors and the hospital. She was in a coma for 12 days and has since
been slowly recovering – very, painfully, slowly, but as they told me she might well die any

time in the first month, this is indeed progress. After two weeks of knife-edge anxiety I
collapsed into bed with mental and physical exhaustion. I had scarcely got myself upright
when my sister’s partner had a heart attack, and as I write, he is lying in a hospital bed
downstairs from her, waiting to hear whether he is well enough to have surgery. People tell
me I am lucky to be able to visit them, even under strict Covid conditions of one person only
allowed per patient, as in many hospitals there is no visiting at all. I didn’t go today as this
was my last chance to get my article finished, and who knows what tomorrow will bring?
So that is why, to date, I still have not finished my PhD, and I don’t think I ever will, though
writing a book with the material I gathered would be gratifying. Meanwhile I congratulate
myself that between rushing around town collecting people’s mobiles, making sure that
there is enough money to pay for cat food, and picking up clean underwear, I have managed
to get this article finished.

